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■

ammonia production for fertilizers

	
hydrogen and fuel cell technology (transport as well as stationary

■

applications)
■

producing hydrogen with renewable energy (Power-to-Gas/P2G)

■

storing renewable energy as hydrogen and/or ammonia (hydrogen carrier)

The document discusses the significance of ammonia for AHP’s operational plans.
It is a starting point for discussions about the best possible “Landing Zones”
(regions in Africa for the first large-scale projects and basis for expansion into
Africa) as well as “Bridgeheads” (more specific locations, centers or metropolitan
regions) for the first technological projects that can offer a high rate of success.
This document serves as discussion material for potential members, with respect
to the first locations, applications and possible synergies. It is a living document:
proposed locations, applications and discussed technologies should not be seen
as the only or most important options.
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2. Context
The AHP vision is to implement in Africa the
first hydrogen economies and societies in
the world.
As part of the Green African Hydrogen Deal, African
governments will provide the required rules, regulations and
incentives for establishing trans-African hydrogen routes
between mega-cities, ports and mining centers. Fuel cell
trucks and buses refuelling with green hydrogen from powerto-gas (P2G) or power to hydrogen (P2H) stations along
those major highways will provide participating African
nations with large-scale socio-economic and environmental
benefits.
The AHP aims to identify and facilitate only economically
and commercially feasible projects. That means harnessing
synergies, economies of scale and cross-selling.
For the purpose of this document, “operational planning” is
defined as the process of planning strategies towards largescale implementation programmes and projects (tactical
level).

3. Landing Zones,
Bridgeheads and Systems
In order to get African countries
interconnected using hydrogen fuel cell
trucks and buses, we need to initiate
infrastructure projects. These need to be
on a large scale, both for geographic reach
and to achieve the economies of scale that
contribute to commercial success.
Commercial success is also most likely in selected regions
with sufficiently favorable conditions, and from where we
could establish further expansion into the inner countries of
the African continent. Those regions are called “landing zones”
in this document. Ideally, landing zones should geographically
encircle Africa, so it’s easier to connect them via trans-African
highways in the mid- to long-term.
Landing zones:
a)	enable expansion of hydrogen fuel cell-based, heavy
goods, long distance transport from the landing zones
into other regions of Africa. This will create demand for
hydrogen technology in those other regions and should
eventually result in interconnecting African countries
with trans-African Hydrogen Routes
b)	are ideal regions for establishing the first bridgeheads locations for starting the first commercially successful
projects
The specific locations selected for starting the projects in
the landing zones are called bridgeheads. The bridgeheads
must be the best possible locations for ensuring commercial
success right from the start.
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Successful landing zones and bridgeheads will be suitable
for a combination of energy systems, in order to stimulate
demand, provide a green hydrogen supply and to support
synergies. This creates optimal conditions for economies
of scale.

• Supply of green hydrogen
L arge scale P2G facilities - such as renewable
energy farms equipped with electrolyzers to
produce green hydrogen

• Demand for green hydrogen
Green ammonia production
■ Factories producing green ammonia (from

green hydrogen) for fertilizer production and
other use
Fuel cell backup power systems
■ Replacing costly diesel generators and using

green ammonia as a hydrogen carrier as fuel
Hydrogen fuel cell-powered transport
■ Heavy goods, long-haul hydrogen fuel cell

trucks and buses
■ Lightweight hydrogen fuel cell transport and

material handling vehicles (e.g. rickshaws,
forklifts)
■

Hydrogen fuel cell vessels

■

Hydrogen fuel cell trains
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4. Ammonia and Hydrogen

4.1. Africa, Ammonia
and Fertilizers
Societies and economies in sub-Saharan Africa
depend heavily on farming and agriculture in
general. High quality food production is crucial
for domestic and foreign markets.
Farmland quality has been degrading in many regions of Africa. To
restore the quality of the soil, the right fertilizers are needed and
have to be used responsibly.
Ammonia (NH3) is one of the most important components in large
scale fertilizer production. Currently, there are only a few ammonia
factories in Africa. Those that exist use natural gas as a resource
and contribute to carbon-dioxide emissions.
Most ammonia is not produced in Africa. Today, ammonia is
transported all around the world safely and efficiently in large
quantities. It is exported from developed countries to Africa where
it is blended with other chemical substances to produce fertilizers
customized to regionally specific needs. Since the ammonia is not
produced locally and needs to be imported, fertilizers in Africa are
expensive and are often subsidized. Producing ammonia locally in
Africa would significantly reduce the cost of fertilizer production.
Ammonia is used as a hydrogen-carrying fuel for various types of
fuel cell (reformer) systems. In equivalent volumes, there is more
hydrogen in ammonia than there is in liquid hydrogen. Ammonia
has an energy density of 4.32 kWh per liter - almost twice that
in a liter of liquid hydrogen. For this reason, ammonia is often
called “the other hydrogen”. On a weight basis, ammonia contains
less hydrogen at 6.25 kWh/kg than hydrogen at 39.41 kWh/kg,
excluding the tank.
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4.2. Demand - Green
Hydrogen, Green
Ammonia

4.3. Supply - Green
Ammonia, Green
Hydrogen

There are different types of highly efficient
fuel cells. The fuel cells of hydrogen buses and
trucks usually require pure hydrogen. However,
hundreds of fuel cell systems have already been
sold in African countries that use hydrogen
bound in ammonia as a fuel. These stationary
fuel cell systems are primarily used as backup
power for the telecoms industry (radio masts).

To produce ammonia, hydrogen and nitrogen
are combined in the Haber-Bosch process.
The nitrogen is taken from the air via an
air separation unit, powered by electricity.
To source the hydrogen, there are three
common industrial processes:

There are many other business sectors with high energy
consumption and high power reliability requirements, where
ammonia fueled fuel cell systems could replace diesel backup
power systems, including:

• Hospitals
• Hotels
• Supermarkets and shopping malls
• Offices and data centres

•	from natural gas, producing carbon dioxide emissions,
often with no CO2 capture or further reuse

•	from the electrolysis of water, producing green hydrogen
with no carbon dioxide emissions

•	from coal, in a cost-prohibitive process which is not
discussed any further here

Already, the cost of producing ammonia using green hydrogen
from water electrolysis is broadly comparable to the cost of
producing ammonia from natural gas, with sufficient scale
and as long as cheap renewable electricity is available.
Considering the ever more stringent legislation to reduce CO2
emissions, natural gas-fed ammonia plants are associated
with a significant investment risk. 20% to 30% of the capital
required for constructing a natural gas-fed ammonia plant
needs to be spent upfront on the natural gas processing
unit. This will be lost if the plant fails to comply with future

environmental laws. In contrast, an ammonia plant fed by
hydrogen from water electrolysis has a “longevity advantage,
because it’s essentially future-proof” (Brown, Trevor; “ARPA-E’s
“transformative” ammonia synthesis technologies”; Ammonia
Industry; 28th October 2016)
Cédric Philibert,
“Thanks to the recent cost reductions of solar and wind
technologies, ammonia production in large-scale plants based
on electrolysis of water can compete with ammonia production
based on natural gas, in areas with world-best combined solar
and wind resources.” (Philibert, Cédric; “Producing ammonia
and fertilizers: new opportunities from renewables”; IEA; 16th
May 2017)
Ammonia is currently the lowest-cost, proven and widely
available technology for large-scale energy storage over
periods longer than one day. Combining P2G fuelling stations
with ammonia production for fertilizer and renewable energy
storage in the form of ammonia and hydrogen therefore offers
attractive synergies.
The hydrogen produced by electrolyzers on renewable energy
farms would be used for both producing green ammonia and
for refuelling hydrogen fuel cell trucks and buses. Surplus
energy from the renewable energy farms could be stored as
ammonia and/or hydrogen.
Considering the cumulative cost reduction potential from
these various synergies, we expect that the cost of ammonia
from green hydrogen will be lower than the cost of natural
gas-fed ammonia, if AHP’s operational plans are implemented.
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5. Synergies and
Economies of Scale
There are substantial synergies between:

•	ammonia production for fertilizer and other applications
(e.g. in the fermentation industry, for refrigeration
and remediation of gaseous emissions as well as
antimicrobial agent for food products)

•	hydrogen and fuel cell technology for back-up power and
electric vehicles

• producing hydrogen with renewable energy (P2G)
•	storing renewable energy as hydrogen and/or ammonia
(as a hydrogen carrier)

The figure below illustrates the synergies of green ammonia
and hydrogen production from water, air and renewable
electricity and their applications.
Attractive economies of scale could be achieved by utilizing
these synergies. Large renewable energy facilities equipped
with electrolyzers could produce the hydrogen for hydrogen
fuel cell trucks and buses, as well as for synthesis of ammonia
needed for fertilizers and fuel cell backup power systems.
Surplus renewable energy could be stored as hydrogen and/
or ammonia. The renewable energy farms would be equipped
with large-scale hydrogen refuelling stations for trucks, buses
and lightweight transportation vehicles. This combination
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reduces the need to transport hydrogen to separate refuelling
stations for hydrogen trucks and buses.
Currently in Africa, ammonia and fertilizers are mainly
produced in Egypt, Tunisia, South Africa, Algeria, Nigeria and
Morocco.
Most of sub-Saharan Africa is an undeveloped energy and
industrial market. It offers great hydrogen technology
business opportunities, combining green fertilizer production
and green hydrogen and ammonia based energy storage
technology.
Consequently, AHP’s operational plan aims to combine:

•	Green fertilizer production with green hydrogen supply, in
order to utilize synergies to maximise economies of scale
and socio-economic benefits.

•	Commercially successful large-scale energy storage and
hydrogen fuel cell tech programmes for refuelling new
hydrogen fuel cell truck and bus fleets

•	Rapid development of the initial, successful, large-scale
projects in every landing zone and at every bridgehead
within four years
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6. Landing Zones
Initially, the AHP aims to apply all its
members’ capabilities - from industry,
governments and financial institutions
- to develop and sustain hydrogen fuel
cell technology programmes rapidly and
effectively in the following six regions as
landing zones:

• South Africa

	Developed economy with large presence of
industry and infrastructure
	Major ports and hub of several intercontinental
sea routes
Large solar PV and CSP farms

• Nigeria

	Central hub for pipeline, road and sea
infrastructure and trading routes
Lagos has a population of 20 million
Rapidly expanding economy

• North West Africa
	Morocco

• North East Africa
	Egypt

• East Africa

	Ethiopia
	Djibouti

A combination of factors for identifying regions and countries
was used:

• Economic

Current economic growth (post-millennial)
Expected future economic growth
Business climate
Presence of industry

• Central East Africa
	Kenya
	Tanzania

•

South Africa
	South Africa

• West Africa

Ghana, Nigeria

These countries offer their own particular strengths and
advantages in the market:

• Morocco

Large investor in and strong supporter of
renewable energy
Pipelines to Europe
Phosphorus reserves for fertilizer production
Ammonia factories

•

Egypt
Pipelines to Europe and the Middle East
	World maritime trading route (Suez Canal,
Port Said)
	Upcoming large investor and strong supporter of
renewable energy
	Early user of large scale electrolysis with
hydropower

• Relative political stability
•	Substantial wind, solar, hydro and geothermal resources
• Favorable policies for CO2 reduction and renewables
• Potential for generating renewable energy
•	Major metropolitan regions with high population density
• Infrastructure
Transportation hubs and routes
■ Roads
■  Airports
■  Harbours, sea and ferry routes
■  Railways
Energy
■ power grid
■ oil and gas pipelines
Demand for
ammonia based fertilizer factories
	heavy goods and long haul as well as lightweight
transportation vehicles
green backup power systems
	Expansion capacity into other countries and connection
with other continents

•

•

• Ethiopia

Renewable energy policy
	Need for ammonia production (Ethiopia is one of
the largest producers of agricultural products)
	Natural Energy resources (including the Grand
Ethiopian Renaissance Dam with expected
capacity of 6GW)

• Tanzania

	Transportation hub for Central and South
West Africa
	Bagamoyo harbour project - potentially the largest
harbor in East Africa
	On the silk route, offering a great connection
opportunity with China
The map illustrates the selected landing zones.
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8. Economics of Green
Ammonia and Hydrogen
8.1. Low Cost
Renewable Electricity
and Financing

brown or black ammonia). The historic average world market price
for this has been 250-350 US$/ton in recent years. Shipping and
importing brown or black ammonia to Africa is costly, as is overland
transportation within Africa. These factors add 50-200 US$/ton
to the imported ammonia. The resulting total prices of about 400
US$/ton brown ammonia could mean final costs of up to 600 US$/
ton for remote and low volume consumers.

Since all the landing zones are either at or close
to the Tropic of Cancer or the Tropic of Capricorn,
it should be possible to produce green solar
electricity at a cost of 0.025 to 0.030 US$/kWh
in other African countries besides Morocco, in
the coming years. Mexico, Peru, Chile, Abu Dhabi,
Saudi Arabia and Morocco have already achieved
these prices or less.

8.3. Economics of
Green Hydrogen
Refuelling

Renewable electricity farms will serve multiple end-users. Because
of their large size, they can achieve low cost renewable electricity.
This is the key driver for low cost green hydrogen, ammonia, other
derived chemicals - such as synthetic methane, methanol, DME
(Dimethyl Ether) - and other processes such as hydrogen fuelled,
carbon free steel production.
Importing fossil fuels as well as ammonia weakens the trade
balance of many African countries. Trade deficits depreciate the
value of national currencies. Inelastic prices in African economies
mean that trade balances do not adjust sufficiently. Combined with
weak currencies, this frequently causes economic problems. Large
scale renewable energy as well as green hydrogen and ammonia
production will result in an improved balance of trade, accompanied
by large positive economic impacts.
Without using subsidies, it should be possible to offer large green
hydrogen-related investment opportunities in Africa that offer
yields of 2%-3%. In the context of a negative yield on 10 year
German Government Bonds and the inverse yield curve in the US
in April 2019, an expected yield of 2-3% could be very attractive for
investors with high ESG and SRI standards.

7. Bridgeheads
The extended metropolitan regions of
the largest cities of the landing zones will
function as bridgeheads. These metropolitan
regions have a total population of more than
70 million people and are forecast to grow to
150 million in the next 20 years.
We plan to focus on just six regions, allowing the
concentration of resources and shortening supply lines, which
should significantly increase the probability of success.
In these regions, around 15% of people are middle and upper
class, which translates into more than 5 million people living
in affluent households. After the bridgeheads have been
established, regular hydrogen fuel cell passenger cars will
be offered in the landing zones: we believe they will be an
attractive option for well-off metropolitan residents, once the
refuelling infrastructure is available.

City
Country
		
		
		

Population
(Million)
Current 2018

Population
(Million)
Expected 2040

Casablanca

Morocco

7

14

Cairo, Alexandria

Egypt

23

46

Addis Ababa

Ethiopia

4.5

9

Dar es Salaam

Tanzania

4.5

9

Durban, Johannesburg

South Africa

13

26

Lagos

Nigeria

21

42

73

146

Total		

The AHP has initiated discussions with various groups about
creating of Green African Hydrogen Bonds. These could provide lowcost, long-term capital for large green hydrogen projects.

8.2. Economics of
Green Ammonia
Specialist energy companies confirm that no
more than 10 MWh of green electricity would be
needed to produce one ton of green NH3 from air
and water. The CAPEX for such a green ammonia
factory producing 20,000-100,000 tons of green
NH3 per year should not exceed the investment
cost of 1,200 US$/ton NH3/year.
On this basis, it’s reasonable to assume that green ammonia could
be produced locally in Africa for approximately 400 US$/ton
(WACC 2-3%). This can be competitive with current prices in Africa
of imported ammonia produced from fossil sources (so-called
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In the coming years the total cost of ownership
(TCO) of hydrogen buses and trucks will become
competitive with long distance heavy goods diesel
trucks and buses. This is based on a dispensed
hydrogen net cost of 3-5 US$/kg compared with
diesel prices of around 0.50-0.70 US$/L (excluding
taxes and levies) in most African countries (pump
prices around 0.80-1.40 US$/L).
There are significant negative externalities from using fossil fuels.
For example, air pollution damages health and adds to the cost
of medical provision. In some coastal African cities, rising sea
levels caused by climate change require protective walls to be
constructed. These costs are not included in diesel prices: society
has to pay, rather than the companies that caused those negative
externalities in the first place. Also, diesel prices do not reflect the
negative impact of importing costly fossil fuel on trade balances,
national currencies and economic development.
The total, holistic value of green hydrogen combines both economic
and commercial benefits.
Current calculations are based on antiquated accounting principles.
If we revised these to account for negative externalities properly,
the fossil fuel industry could not compete commercially with green
hydrogen, today or in the future.
Dispensed hydrogen net cost values of 3-5 US$/kg are based on
large-scale, standalone solar to hydrogen stations dispensing 3-6
tons of hydrogen per day, with onsite green hydrogen production.
3-6 tons of dispensed hydrogen per day is equivalent to 40-80
buses and trucks being refuelled up to twice a day. These costs also
assume that hydrogen production is well matched with refuelling
demand, resulting in relatively low storage requirements.
Solar radiation is fairly constant in most African countries,
particularly when compared to the northern part of the USA,
Europe or parts of Asia. Temporary surpluses or shortages could be
mitigated by transporting hydrogen by road or pipelines, as is the
case today with diesel and gasoline.
Solar electricity at a price of 0.025-0.04 US$/kWh is produced
onsite or supplied via the transmission grid from a remote green
electricity source. The capital cost of electrolyser installation
will reduce to 300-500 US$/kW in the coming years. This range
represents the variation in system size and location, as well as the
type of technology used and load profiles.
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9. Timelines Duration and Next Steps
Some of the landing zones already have
many pre-requisites in place, including
large-scale renewable energy farms and/or
ammonia factories. This means many tasks
can be worked on in parallel, to achieve early
quick wins. The timeframe to establish the
bridgeheads is estimated at four years from
kick-off.
African national and regional governments will ensure that
required expedited permits are granted and rules are put into
place within the first 18 months. Contractual agreements
can be finalized within two years. Setting up large scale
P2G renewable energy farms for the production of the green
hydrogen, and the construction of ammonia factories, should
be completed in three years.

10. Conclusion
These operational plans are commercially
feasible within three to four years of
commencement, using the right regions
and locations in Africa, where a strong
combination of systems maximises
synergies.
This will lay the foundation to successfully achieve AHP’s
mid- and long-term strategies: interconnecting Africa with
hydrogen fuel cell truck and bus traffic on the trans-African
Hydrogen routes, creating the first large-scale hydrogen
economy in the world.
This highly agile approach is uniquely suited to deployment
in Africa, because the African continent offers the greenfield
environment and flexibility needed to make a quantum leap
into a new era.

The combined strength of all available suppliers will address
the capacity constraints associated with a single supplier
approach and help mitigate budgetary and financial
restrictions.
Successfully implementing this short term plan will provide
a foundation to expand further and interconnect Africa with
hydrogen fuel cell buses and trucks, meeting mid- and longterm goals.
Industry partners have already started first discussions about
suitable projects. Regional and local (city) governments of
the identified major metropolitan regions (bridgeheads) will
be proactively involved in identifying projects offering the
greatest chance of economic and commercial success. This
will happen in the second and third quarter of 2019.
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11. About the African
Hydrogen Partnership (AHP)
The African Hydrogen Partnership (AHP)
is the market maker for hydrogen in Africa.
We’ll create and shape green hydrogen
markets in and for Africa. The AHP will be
a multi-stakeholder association for the
renewable electricity, hydrogen, fuel cell and
ammonia industries, along with financial
institutions, African governments and

municipalities. This collaborative approach
will result in the first concrete, green
hydrogen and ammonia projects.
The AHP aims to act as a catalyst to establish hydrogen
economies in Africa, bringing together diverse stakeholders
and focusing on supply and demand of hydrogen, ammonia
and other chemicals and energy carriers, services and
solutions, rules and regulations, financially attractive
investments and access to capital.
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